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Where does the concept of the moon come from? Many cultures used months that were 29 or 30 days in length (or some substitutions) to chop a year into increments. The main problem with this kind of system is that the lunar cycle is 29.5 days, not evenly divided into 365.25 days of the year. If you look at the modern
calendar, the moon is very confusing. One day is 28 or 29 days, some 30 days, the rest 31 days. Here's how we got such an interesting calendar, according to the Book Encyclopedia of the World: the Romans borrowed from the Greeks and started with a 10-month calendar of 738 B.C. The months of the original Roman
calendar were Maltius, Aprilis, Maius, Junius, Quintiris, Sextilis, September, October, November and December. Quintiris' names through December come from 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 Roman names. This calendar remained missing for about 60 days. Januarius and Februarius were added at the end of the year to occupy 60
preliminary days. With .C 46 B,000, Julius Caesar changed his calendar. Ignoring the moon, keeping the existing 12-month name, the year was split into 12 months with 30 or 31 days, with the exception of Februarius at the end in 29 days. Every four years, Febralius got an extra day. He then decided to make Yanuarius
his first month in place of Martius, making Febblelius his second month. After Julius's untimely death, the Romans renamed quintiris in his honor, and therefore in July, as well, Sextilis was renamed Augustus, therefore to honor August. Augustus also moved the day from Febralius to Augustus to have the same number of
days as Julius. This little history explains why we have 12 months, why the moon has the number of days they have, why a day of wonder falls at such a strange time, why the moon has such an interesting name. What about weeks? Days, months and years all have natural foundations, but not weeks. They come
straight out of the Bible: remember the Sabbath, to keep it holy. Six days will stop working and do all your work, but day seven is the Sabbath of The Lord's God. (Exodus 20:8) Of course, this fourth commandment reflects the creation story of Genesis. The Romans named the days of the week based on the names of the
five planets known to the sun, moon and Romans: SunMoonMarsMercuryjupiterVenusSaturn These names actually passed fairly closely into european languages, and in English the names of Sunday, Monday and Saturday passed straight through. The other four names in English were replaced by the names of the
Anglo-Saxon gods. According to encyclopedia Britannica: Tuesday comes from the Anglo-Saxon name for Thiu, or Tiu, Till, the Norse god of war. Till was one of Odin's sons, or Woden, the best God after Wednesday was named. Similarly, Thursday comes from Thor's Day, named in honor of Thor, the god of thunder.
Friday comes from Frigg's Day,Odin's wife represents love and beauty in Norse mythology. Most people around the world see some form of calendar every day. Business executives see when meetings are scheduled. Busy mom check soccer practice and piano lessons. College students make sure their papers are on
time and they have plenty of time to study for exams. For the ancient Mayan people, the calendar was as important to their daily lives as the people they are today. The Mayans began in an area called Mesoameria, or Central America. The area was between Mexico and South America and was home to many other
cultures, including Aztec, Olmec, Teotiwacan and Toltec. The Mayans lived in present-day Guatemala, Belize, Honduras, El Salvador and southern Mexico (Yucatan, Campeche, Quintana Ro Tawasco and Chiapas). Mayan history is divided into three periods: plastic or preclassical - up to 2000 B.C A.D. 300Classic - up
to 900 postclassical - until the Spanish Inquisition in the 1400s, when 900 Mesoamerics began writing during the Mid-Preclass period. The Mayans were the first to hold any sort of historical record, and the beginning of the calendar was born. The Mayans used Stellae, or stone monuments, to chop up their knowledge of
civic events, calendars and astronomy. They also carved their religious beliefs and myths into pottery. The Mayans placed great value on documenting people's history. They were not the first civilizations to use calendars, but they devised four separate calendars that lasted discrete periods. Depending on their needs,
The Mayans recorded each event using different calendars or several combinations of two calendars. Some believe their long-counting calendar, which they will learn more about later, expired in 2012 and matches apocalyptic events. But cracking these different calendars first requires a simple lesson in Mayan
mathematics. The Western idea that zero is more than just placeholders came from West America's 5th-century India. It was here that numbers began to take shape and spread throughout the Arab world. Leonardo of Pisa, better known as Fibonacci, introduced the number zero to the west. The son of a customs officer
stationed in Algeria, Leonardo was tutored by arabs and taught math based on the Arabic numerals he uses today, including zero. Fibonacci used and wrote what he learned in Latin on zero and the use of the Hindu Arabic numeral system for the West in 1202. [Source: O'Connor and Robertson]. In the end, the idea took
root and became the standard counting system we use today. Interestingly, Zero was also developed at the same time and independently as its discovery in India among the Central American Maya. For The Mayans, zero was the basis for exactly starting the count, which was reflected in the Mayan calendar. The first
day of the month was zero, followed by one.The concept makes a more accurate count, especially in date tracking, and is actually technically better than the one that uses the Mayan calendar today. The Gregorian calendar, dominant in the West, is based on the counting form of the Roman calendar, which is based on
the counting form of the Roman calendar, which (despite being introduced about 400 years after Fibonacci's book) did not contain zero in any form. As a result, the Gregorian calendar does not have a 0-year A.D. .C B. By skipping zero when dating the year after B.C., a small but noteworthy mathematical time bomb is
set. There are countless, so for the new decades, centuries and thousands of years, a year actually begins after the usual day of celebration. For example, despite being celebrated in the Western world on January 1, 2000, the new millennium did not actually begin until January 1, 2001. This misconception arises from
the fact that there are no zero years, so the decade does not end after year 9. Instead, it means that the count starts at 1 and reaches 10 columns before transitioning to a new decade (or hundreds of columns of a century). Starting counting from scratch is at the heart of zero as a number, but it looks unorthodo by
Westerners. If you have problems thinking about this, keep in mind that there are 10 single digits from zero to 9. Then things fall into more than a few dozen places. But what about what's below zero? Contributor Update January 9, 2018 If you run a small business, you may need to create a biweekly calendar to fit your
payment period and accounting methods in order to fully organize. A biweekly calendar is a calendar that lists two weeks at a time for scheduling purposes. This allows you to see the entire two-week schedule at a close. Excel software 2-week calendar templates Download biweekly calendar templates that are available
in Microsoft Excel. For such downloads, see the Resources section. Select the year, month, date, and time that you want to start the biweekly calendar. The options for selecting this information can be finded on the wizard screen that appears when you load the biweekly calendar template. Displays 14 days in a biweekly
calendar along the top line of the spreadsheet. The calendar time is displayed on the left side of the screen. In the calendar blank, enter the events that you have scheduled for the date and time during the specified two-week period. Provide details such as name, phone number, and meeting location to suit your needs.
In the upper-left corner of the Excel spreadsheet, click File to print the biweekly calendar. Scroll down from the File menu to Print Range, and then choose Print Range Settings. Click the upper left corner of the biweekly calendar spreadsheet and drag your mouse to highlight the entire two-week period.In the Excel
software, click File again, and then scroll down to Page Settings. When a new tab opens, click Fit to. Click Print. This ensures that the entire biweekly calendar is printed on a single sheet of paper. Paper.
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